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Richmond's Priests and Prophets
2017-06-06

explores the ways in which white christian leaders in richmond virginia navigated the shifting legal and political
battles around desegregation even as members of their congregations struggled with their own understanding of a
segregated society douglas e thompson s richmond s priests and prophets race religion and social change in the
civil rights era presents a compelling study of religious leaders impact on the political progression of richmond
virginia during the time of desegregation scrutinizing this city as an entry point into white christians struggles with
segregation during the 1950s thompson analyzes the internal tensions between ministers the members of their
churches and an evolving world in the mid twentieth century american south white christians were challenged
repeatedly by new ideas and social criteria neighborhood demographics were shifting public schools were
beginning to integrate and ministers influence was expanding although many pastors supported the transition into
desegregated society the social pressure to keep life divided along racial lines placed richmond s ministers on a
collision course with forces inside their own congregations thompson reveals that to navigate the ideals of
christianity within a complex historical setting white religious leaders adopted priestly and prophetic roles
moreover the author argues that until now the historiography has not viewed white christian churches with the
nuance necessary to understand their diverse reactions to desegregation his approach reveals the ways in which
desegregationists attempted to change their communities minds while also demonstrating why change came so
slowly highlighting the deeply emotional and intellectual dilemma of many southerners whose worldview was
fundamentally structured by race and class hierarchies

Wars within a War
2009-06-01

comprised of essays from twelve leading scholars this volume extends the discussion of civil war controversies far
past the death of the confederacy in the spring of 1865 contributors address among other topics walt whitman s
poetry the handling of the union and confederate dead the treatment of disabled and destitute northern veterans
ulysses s grant s imposing tomb and hollywood s long relationship with the lost cause narrative the contributors
are william blair stephen cushman drew gilpin faust gary w gallagher j matthew gallman joseph t glatthaar harold
holzer james marten stephanie mccurry james m mcpherson carol reardon and joan waugh
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The Rattle of Theta Chi
1932

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is
published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for
sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824
the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

Congressional Record
1939

using newspapers periodicals organization records and numerous letters from virginia planation families morsman
captures how these frustrated elites made sense of embarrassing postwar changes in the private but also in the
public spheres they inhabited morsman suggests that the planters adaptations may have been carried away from
the crumbling plantations by their adult children into the urban house holds of the new south book jacket

Admission of German Refugee Children
1939

includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january june

The Big House After Slavery
2010-09-13

a review devoted to the historical statistical and comparative study of politics economics and public law
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Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
1968

through a reexamination of the earliest struggles against jim crow blair kelley exposes the fullness of african
american efforts to resist the passage of segregation laws dividing trains and streetcars by race in the early jim
crow era right to ride

Political Science Quarterly
1892

in becoming a useful man on the maritime stage matthew fontaine maury focused on the ills of a clique ridden navy
charted sea lanes and bested great britain s admiralty in securing the fastest safest routes to india and australia he
helped bind the old and new worlds with the laying of the transatlantic cable forcefully advocated southern rights
in a troubled union and preached manifest destiny from the arctic to cape horn and he revolutionized warfare in
perfecting electronically detonated mines maury s eagerness to go to the public on the questions of the day riled
powerful men in business and politics and the u s confederate and royal navies he more than once ran afoul of
jefferson davis and stephen r mallory secretary of the confederate states navy but through the political social and
scientific struggles of his time maury had his share of powerful allies like president john tyler

Right to Ride
2010

this book examines the social and political impact of the supreme court s decisions involving race relations from
plessy the progressive era and the interwar period to world wars i and ii brown and the civil rights movement it
explores the variety of consequences that brown may have had and more
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Matthew Fontaine Maury, Father of Oceanography
2015-01-12

from ghost towns to circus performers to mass hysteria the bluegrass state is no stranger to the strange read
stories of famed president abraham lincoln you ve never heard before find possible solutions to the mystery of
pearl bryan s missing head and decipher the outrageous hoaxes involving an unsolvable puzzle and monkeys
trained to perform farm work learn about the time when the author wrote to charles manson as a joke and manson
wrote back four times join author keven mcqueen as he recounts some of the weirder vignettes from kentucky lore

From Jim Crow to Civil Rights
2004

other souths collects fifteen innovative essays that place issues of race class gender ethnicity and sexuality at the
center of the narrative of southern history using a range of methodologies and approaches contributing historians
provide a fresh perspective to key events and move long overlooked episodes into prominence pippa holloway
edited the volume using a chronological and event driven framework with which many students and teachers will
be familiar the book covers well recognized topics in american history wars reform efforts social movements and
political milestones cultural topics are considered as well including the development of consumer capitalism the
history of rock and roll and the history of sport the focus and organization of the essays underscore the value of
southern history to the larger national narrative other souths reveals the history of what may strike some as a
surprisingly dynamic and nuanced region a region better understood by paying closer and more careful attention
to its diversity

Bizarre Bluegrass: Strange but True Kentucky Tales
2020-08-17

the gospel working up offers a history of three generations of baptist and methodist clergymen in nineteenth
century virginia and through them of the congregations and communities in which they lived and worked
schweiger examines the religious experience both before and after the civil war showing how southern
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protestantism became an instrument of spiritual moral material and cultural progress

Supplement to Catalogue. No. 1. List of American Medical Journals
1872

offering a fresh look at interracial cooperation in the formative years of jim crow the uplift generation examines
how segregation was molded not by virginia s white political power structure alone but rather through the work of
a generation of virginian reformers across the color line who from 1900 to 1930 engaged in interracial reforms this
group of paternalists and uplift reformers believed interracial cooperation was necessary to stem violence and
promote progress although these activists had varying motivations they worked together because their progressive
aims meshed finding themselves unlikely allies unlike later incarnations of interracialism this early work did not
challenge segregation but rather helped to build and define it intentionally and otherwise the initiatives whose
genesis ranged from private one on one communications to large scale interracial organizations shaped
progressivism the emergence of a race conscious public welfare system and the eventual parameters of jim crow in
virginia through extensive use of personal papers newspapers and other archival materials the uplift generation
shares the stories of these fascinating yet often forgotten reformers and the complicated and sometimes troubling
consequences of their work

Other Souths
2008

few north carolinians were as well known or as widely respected as william friday 1920 2012 although he never
ran for elected office the former president of the university of north carolina was prominent in public affairs for
decades and ranked as one of the most important american university presidents of the post world war ii era in this
comprehensive biography william link traces friday s long and remarkable career friday s thirty years as president
of the university from 1956 to 1986 spanned the greatest period of growth for higher education in american history
and he played a crucial role in shaping the sixteen campus university during that time of tumultuous social change
in the 1960s and 1970s he confronted a series of administrative challenges including the expansion of the
university system the evolving role of the federal government in the affairs of a public university an intercollegiate
athletics scandal the anticommunism crusade and the speaker ban and racial integration link also explores friday s
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influential work outside the university in american higher education on the carnegie commission on the future of
american education and the white house task force on education and in the development of the national humanities
center and the growth of research triangle park after retiring from the university friday headed the william r kenan
jr fund and the kenan charitable trust he died october 12 2012

The Gospel Working Up
2000-02-10

exploring volunteering as a characteristic of modern wars this book examines why individuals go to war it studies
the motivations social backgrounds and military experiences of war volunteers in a wide range of conflicts since
the french revolution and helps to interpret the relationship between war and society in modern times

Index to the Burlington Free Press in the Billings Library, University
of Vermont
1941

volume one of a three volume set which describes the military personalities and tactics during the american civil
war presenting the stories and military campaigns of the army of northern virginia under the direction of robert e
lee

The Uplift Generation
2017-03-22

lee s young artillerist looks at pegram as a case study to explore the worldview of slaveholders in the antebellum
south
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William Friday
2000-11-09

in august 1831 in southampton county virginia nat turner led a bloody uprising that took the lives of some fifty five
white people men women and children shocking the south nearly as many black people all told perished in the
rebellion and its aftermath nat turner and the rising in southampton county presents important new evidence
about the violence and the community in which it took place shedding light on the insurgents and victims and
reinterpreting the most important account of that event the confessions of nat turner drawing upon largely
untapped sources david f allmendinger jr reconstructs the lives of key individuals who were drawn into the
uprising and shows how the history of certain white families and their slaves reaching back into the eighteenth
century shaped the course of the rebellion never before has anyone so patiently examined the extensive private
and public sources relating to southampton as does allmendinger in this remarkable work he argues that the plan
of rebellion originated in the mind of a single individual nat turner who concluded between 1822 and 1826 that his
own masters intended to continue holding slaves into the next generation turner specifically chose to attack
households to which he and his followers had connections the book also offers a close analysis of his confessions
and the influence of thomas r gray who wrote down the original text in november 1831 allmendinger draws new
conclusions about turner and gray their different motives the authenticity of the confession and the introduction of
terror as a tactic both in the rebellion and in its most revealing document students of slavery the old south and
african american history will find in nat turner and the rising in southampton county an outstanding example of
painstaking research and imaginative family and community history the exhaustive research allmendinger presents
greatly enriches our historical understanding of the southampton rebellion through the eyes of its key victims nat
turner and the rising in southampton county reveals important dimensions of the rebellion s local history and
contextualizes the event as nat turner did within the context of slavery in southampton county reviews in history
allmendinger s great achievement is that he made full use of new primary sources related to the uprising of 1831
new sources hitherto hidden in plain sight most importantly he understood the significance of this material and
knew exactly how to mine it for valuable new insights into virtually every aspect of nat turner s rebellion reviews in
american history no one has done more to corroborate and sync the details nor to illuminate turner s inspirations
and goals nat turner and the rising in southampton county is a model of historical methodology and goes further
than any other previous work in helping readers understand turner s motives and meaning african american
intellectual history society we are all in david allmendinger s debt for the labor of research that has given the
rising in southampton county its absent material context law and history review though the subject of countless
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histories novels videos and websites nat turner the leader of the largest slave insurrection in u s history remains an
enigma yet in this new and challenging study the life and times of the legendary revolutionary come into much
better focus a must read for historians of slave resistance and all others interested in the history of antebellum
virginia and in particular southampton county register of the kentucky historical society allmendinger approaches
a well trodden historical event from a distinctive perspective he provides the most complete historical context
surrounding the rebellion ultimately allmendinger succeeds in providing a more complete understanding of the
community of southampton virginia and offers a better explanation for the motivations that led turner and his
followers down such a bloody path in 1831 choice david f allmendinger jr is professor emeritus of history at the
university of delaware he is the author of paupers and scholars the transformation of student life in nineteenth
century new england and ruffin family and reform in the old south

War Volunteering in Modern Times
2010-12-14

virginia played an important role during world war i supplying the allied forces with food horses and steel in 1915
and 1916 after america entered the war in 1917 virginians served in numerous military and civilian roles red cross
nurses sailors shipbuilders pilots stenographers and domestic gardeners more than 100 000 were drafted more
than 3600 lost their lives almost every city and county lost men and women to the war the author details the state s
manifold contributions to the war effort and presents a study of monuments erected after the war

Lee's Lieutenants: Cedar Mountain to Chancellorsville
1997

ranging widely essayists here examine the 1900 storm that ravaged galveston texas the great chicago fire of 1871
the titanic sinking the northridge earthquake the crash of air florida flight 90 the 1977 chicago el train crash and
many other devastating events these catastrophes elicited vastly different responses and thus raise a number of
important questions how for example did african americans feminists and labor activists respond to the titanic
disaster why did the el train crash take on such symbolic meaning for the citizens of chicago in what ways did the
san francisco earthquake reaffirm rather than challenge a predominant faith in progress
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Lee's Young Artillerist
1998

marshall john servies james albert a bibliography of john marshall washington united states commission for the
celebration of the two hundredth anniversary of the birth of john marshall 1956 xix 182 pp reprinted 2000 by the
lawbook exchange ltd lccn 99 088239 isbn 1 58477 083 x cloth 65 compiled by the reference librarian of the
college of william and mary as an official publication of the united states commission for the bicentennial of
marshall s birth this bibliography includes all of marshall s known published documents arranged by year of
composition and selected annotated references to printed materials about marshall aals list 7 biography p 24 a
rated

Nat Turner and the Rising in Southampton County
2014-11

roots of secession slavery and politics in antebellum virginia

Print Media Editorial Calendars
1988-12

in february 1868 benjamin disraeli became the fortieth prime minister of great britain the tenth volume of
thebenjamin disraeli letters series is devoted exclusively to disraeli s copious correspondence during that
momentous year the volume contains 648 of disraeli s letters 510 of them never before published and all copiously
annotated often with the other side of the correspondence included this volume constitutes a unique record of
disraeli s rise to power and of the inner workings of the victorian political scene all of it recorded in intimate detail
a vast project which thetimes literary supplement has called a monument to scholarship the benjamin disraeli
letters volumes are an essential resource for the study of nineteenth century politics history literature and the arts
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Virginia and the Great War
2018-02-12

reprint of the original first published in 1874

American Disasters
2001-11

the essays address the nature of nazism as reflected in contemporary perceptions of nazi germany in the united
states the origins and character of fascism the many forms of antisemitism german scholars efforts to promote
persecution in the third reich the role of ethnic germans in the anti jewish and anti slavic policies of the reich the
actions of german police in the occupation of eastern europe and in the holocaust hitler s style of leadership the
nazification of the german military high command and the politics surrounding the memory of nazism and the
holocaust after 1945 book jacket

Cumulated Index Medicus
2000

includes entries for maps and atlases

A Bibliography of John Marshall
2000

a guide to the press of the united kingdom and to the principal publications of europe australia the far east gulf
states and the u s a
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Roots of Secession
2003

this fresh examination of antebellum politics comprehensively examines the ways that gender issues and gendered
discourse exacerbated fissures within the democratic party in the critical years between 1856 and 1861 whereas
the cultural politics of gender had bolstered democratic unity through the 1850s the lecompton crisis and john
brown s raid revealed that white manhood and its association with familial and national protection meant disparate
and ultimately incompatible things in free and slave society in fierce debates over the extension of slavery
gendered rhetoric hardened conflicts that ultimately led to the outbreak of the civil war lauren haumesser here
traces how northern and southern democrats and their partisan media organs used gender to make powerful
arguments about slavery as the sectional crisis grew from the emergence of the republican party to secession
gendered charges and countercharges turned slavery into an intractable cultural debate raising the stakes of every
dispute and making compromise ever more elusive

The War After the War
2022-06

political developments in georgia have always been baffling to those who did not live there this work picks up the
story of the evolution of georgia political parties where the author left it in his first book politics on the periphery
factions and parties in georgia 1783 1806 1986 carrying the story through 1845 by which date parties in georgia
actually mirrored those at the national level it is a complicated story involving among other things the legacy of the
yazoo land fraud the development of political parties on the national level and especially the presence of the creek
and cherokee tribes in georgia during a period when white georgians were bent on expanding the culture of cotton
it is an unlovely story but by the mid 1840s parties in georgia finally resembled those in other parts of the nation
though if one looked closely at their principles questions remained

National Library of Medicine Catalog
1960
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Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon General's Office, United
States Army ... v.3, 1874
1874

Benjamin Disraeli Letters
1982-01-01

Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon General's Office
2023-05-16

The Impact of Nazism
2003-01-01

National Union Catalog
1970

Willing's Press Guide
1967
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Willing's Press Guide and Advertisers' Directory and Handbook
1966

Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon General's Office, United
States Army
1874

The Democratic Collapse
2022-10-06

Rancorous Enmities and Blind Partialities
2015-08-16
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